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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

16th December

The Chairman writes:-

“The Christmas party this year will once

again be held at Over Barn on the 16th,

and will be catered for by the one and

only Monica Hamer.

The fun shall begin at 7, the bar will be

open, and games shall be played.

Please bring along your photographs to

show off your skills with a camera. The

categories are; air to air, air to ground,

ground to ground, and ground to air.

Members photos only please!

Other activities being held include; Skit-

tles (weather dependant), and a horses

‘race night’.

It will once again be a wonderful evening,

were we all shall be able to catch up and

reminisce over our summer flying days.

I look forward to seeing you there!” -

Rees

Quote of the Month

“You will begin to touch heaven,

Jonathan, in the moment you touch

the perfect speed. And that isn't flying a

thousand miles an hour, or a million, of

flying at the speed of light. Because any

number is a limit, and perfect speed, my

son, is being there.” — Richard Bach,

A Scilly Idea! By Jon Ingram

It transpires that Myron Burak is not the

only Flyout Organiser in the South

West! The guys at Clench Common also

manage a trip or two and it was their idea

to visit the Scillies in early October.

Luckily enough a few of us were invited

to tag along, with a view to us all meeting

up along the way and then land at St

Mary's en masse, (or at least as close

together as ATC would permit).

As the end of September drew near the

Wing Farm, Brown Shutters and Over

Farm contingents - comprising Mark

Peters in his Savannah, (Call sign, Scilly

One), Peter Howson and Colin Thompson

in a Eurostar, (Scilly Four) myself (Scilly

Two) and Myron together with Steve



Sykes (Very Scilly) - actually got round

to formulating a plan, of sorts, and

committed to the trip.

Our chief planner and organiser, Mark

Peters, pointed out that the intended

plan to fly out on Saturday and return on

Monday, (leaving St Mary's on a Sunday

is possible but is frowned upon), would

leave us at the mercy of the weather

gods who were already threatening to

smite such intentions. Luckily, we were

all flexible in our work commitments and

were able to agree to a Friday departure

and Saturday return.

Near 11am and with improving visibility,

four aircraft from three different airfields

took to the air with Bodmin the intended

rendezvous. Bristol ATC was the RT

channel of choice and enabled the four

aircraft to be piloted to a common field

aware of each others' progress. As such

we all landed at Bodmin and enjoyed

cake and coffee in glorious sunshine

while admiring the views from the

fantastic new control tower they have

built there, (we also took advantage of

using our MF free landing coupons to

offset the cost of our trip).

Once suitably refuelled we took to the

clear blue skies again and headed south.

After passing between Perranporth and

Truro, we called Lands End then coasted

out around Pendeen Lighthouse VRP.

Three of the four aircraft opted to drop in

to Lands End for a top-up and then set a

westerly course for St Martin’s Head VRP.

With ten miles to run, we were handed

over to Scillies Approach and given

directions to ensure we didn't turn too

soon once the airport was in sight. As we

approached the island of St Mary's the

priority was to make sure one of our

phones was employed taking pictures of

the fantastic views, the long final having

been established and the wind being a

lazy 7 knots almost straight down the

runway.

On a busy day the airport handles up to

800 passengers, most arriving/departing

by the Twin Otter shuttle service, though

most of those are spared the tall, long

spiral staircase climb in the tower to pay

landing fees. The island appears almost

tropical even in October with its vast

array of flora and fauna still vibrant green

and in full bloom. Everyone we met was

welcoming and friendly, there is a

thriving minibus service though the views

deserve a slower approach to be properly

appreciated. The only down sides were

the lack of fuel, the need to have

£1.75million insurance cover to allow a

departure on a Sunday and the lack of

refunds for hotel bookings if cancelling,

(which can happen quite easily as the

weather could change very quickly).

Once suitably refreshed we assembled

into a gaggle behind chief navigator

Mark, (the only one to have brought a

local map), and followed him on the

scenic route to our appointed hotel. For

those with a generous luggage allowance,

or just disinclined to walk, the online PPR

form does allow you to book transport at

the airport which can then whisk you to

your chosen hostelry. We checked in,

showered, changed and regrouped in the

foyer ready for a meal and drinks in Hugh

Town. We were told at the airport to try

the Atlantic Pub - sound advice. Almost

every table was full, the menu was limit-

ed but catered for most tastes, and the

prices were quite reasonable given the

captive clientele. We enjoyed a couple of

beers with our meal then, unwittingly,

embarked on a pub crawl around the rest

of the town followed by a couple of quiet
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Scilly Harbour

Scilly Beach

ones back at the hotel bar where we

proceeded to put right everything that is

wrong with Britain, politics and the world!

Saturday morning arrived all too soon

and we found ourselves at the breakfast

table somewhat more subdued than

when we left the bar earlier that

morning! Fortunately a full English

breakfast, coffee, tea and fruit juice soon

saw us all feeling good and ready to face

the day. After looking at, but not using,

the hotel pool, we collected our bags,

settled our bills and paraded outside to

see what Mark had in store for us next.

We fell in and followed on as our map

reading guide led us on a three hour hike

around the island - all of us amazed at

the plethora of wonderfully colourful and

vibrant plant species.

After a paddle along the beach we

enjoyed a stop at a sea view cafe where

tea and shortcake ensured that the last

traces of any hangovers were dispersed

before we proceeded further around the

coast back to the airport. A quick phone

call to ATC meant we weren't arrested as

we climbed the perimeter fence to gain

access to our aircraft and so the return

journey began.

Once kit was stowed, oil levels checked

and life jackets donned, we radioed

Scillies Tower to obtain permission to

start engines, as briefed when we

arrived. We completed our checks and

were directed to the active runway where

we were allowed to back track, line up

and depart. As soon as we were airborne,

we all climbed to 4000', the ceiling of the

Lands End Transit Corridor, and formed

up for the 27nm water crossing back to

the mainland. A text message from our

Clench Common colleagues, who had

started their trip that morning, confirmed

our predictions that the visibility over the

south west region was hazy - they had

reached Dunkeswell and were sensibly

reassessing conditions before committing

to going any further.

We remained in formation and routed

along the south coast, gaining permission

to transit through the Culdrose MATZ and

the Plymouth Military danger areas to

bring us safely to Halwell microlight site,

home of the South Hams Flying Club.

Here we were warmly welcomed and sold

Mogas to ensure we would not sweat

throughout our onward journeys any

more than necessary.

From Halwell we split up and headed off

to our respective destinations though

Mark and I ended up climbing out well

over the sea up to 8,000ft in order to

clear the cloud so we could see anything,

(which was a bit scary).
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Scilly Escapade

After that we struck north and while the

cloud base cleared, our visual references

were obscured by haze. We ran through

the Yeovilton MATZ, parted company

close to Wing Farm, made contact with

Bristol and ran in low over Bath to

eventually land as dusk was beginning to

fall. Steve and Myron had fun in the

Bristol zone and arrived a few minutes

after but that’s another story.....

Safety

Are you aware of what is around you

when you are flying? Here is a link to

a Youtube video of nine skydivers and

two pilots who are lucky to be alive.

Which pilot was not keeping a good look-

out?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7p6

hqMnsLFY

Dates for your Diary

2nd - 3rd January 2016 - Icicle 2016,

Holmbeck Farm, Bucks

30th April - 1st May 2016 - Microlight

Trade Fair, Popham
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